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1  Abstract
Primates have traditionally been viewed as having a poorly developed sense of smell. However, in 
recent years, studies have shown that at least some primate species use olfaction in a number of  
behaviors, and that they have a high olfactory sensitivity for various chemical classes of odorants.
Using  a  two-choice  instrumental  conditioning  paradigm,  the  present  study  assessed  olfactory 
detection  thresholds  of  three  spider  monkeys  (Ateles  geoffroyi)  for  eight  aliphatic  alcohols  and 
aldehydes, known as "green odors". With all odorants, the animals detected concentrations below 1 
parts  per  million,  with single  individuals  performing even better.  The type  of  functional  group 
present systematically affected olfactory detection thresholds, whereas the presence, position and 
configuration of a double bond did not.  Compared to previously tested classes of odorants, the 
spider monkeys were not particularly sensitive to "green odors". Furthermore, they are less sensitive 
for "green odors" compared to humans and mice. The present results suggest that neuroanatomical 
and genetic comparisons across species are poor predictors of olfactory sensitivity.

Keywords:
"Green odors", olfactory detection thresholds, spider monkeys

2  Introduction
Primates have traditionally been viewed as having a poor sense of smell and relying mainly on their 
visual sense (Fobes and King, 1982; Rouquier et al., 2000; Zhang and Webb, 2003). This view is 
based on findings such as the relatively smaller size of olfactory brain structures (Baron et al., 1983; 
Stephan, 1988) and the reduced number of functional olfactory receptor genes (Gilad et al., 2004; 
Rouquier et al., 2000) in primates compared with other mammals. However, a correlation between 
these neuroanatomical and genetic features and olfactory performance has not been demonstrated. 
Recent studies even contradict this view, showing that primates have a well developed olfactory 
sensitivity for odorants from several chemical classes (e. g. Laska et al., 2000; Laska et al., 2004; 
Laska  et  al.,  2007;  Laska  et  al.,  2009),  and  that  they  use  olfaction  for  a  number  of  different 
behaviors,  such as  foraging (Bolen  and Green,  1997;  Hiramatsu et  al.,  2009),  sexual  selection 
(Fischer et al., 2003, Palagi et al., 2003), establishment and maintenance of rank (Kappeler, 1998), 
recognition  of  group  members  (Epple  et  al.,  1993)  and  resource  and  territory  defense  (Mertl-
Millhollen, 1988; 2006).
A recently  developed  idea  proposes  that  olfactory  sensitivity  should  be  correlated  with  the 
behavioral relevance of the odorant for a given species (Hübener and Laska, 2001; Laska et al., 
2000). Thus, individuals of a species may detect an odorant carrying valuable information at very 
low concentrations, for example one that indicates the presence of food. In accordance with this 
idea, carnivorous species, such as the dog, have been found to be more sensitive to odorants such as 
carboxylic acids, important components in body-borne prey odors, than for example frugivorous 
species (Hübener and Laska, 2001). Frugivorous species, on the other hand, have been shown to be 
more sensitive to odorants prominent in fruit odors, such as aliphatic esters (Hernandez Salazar et 
al., 2003).
Molecular  structural  features have been found to influence the way in which an odor stimulus 
interacts with olfactory receptors (Kaluza and Breer, 2000; Touhara, 2002). Previous studies have 
shown a systematic effect of carbon chain length on olfactory sensitivity for a number of different 
chemical classes of odorants in several species (Cometto-Muñiz and Cain, 1990; Cometto-Muñiz 
and Cain, 1993; Cometto-Muñiz et al., 1998; Hernandez Salazar et al., 2003; Laska et al., 2006; 
Laska and Seibt, 2002; Laska et al., 2004; Passe and Walker, 1985). However, less is known about 
the  impact  of  carbon-carbon  bond type  on  odorant  structure-activity  relationships.  Replacing  a 
single  bond  with  a  double  bond  reduces  flexibility  and  influences  both  the  shape  and  the 
hydrophobicity of the molecule, features that are expected to affect receptor binding (Ho et al., 
2006).  Studies  have so far  investigated the effects  of  double bonds on odor quality perception 
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(Bedoukian,  1971),  spatial  representations  in  the  rat  olfactory  bulb  (Johnson et  al.,  2007)  and 
odorant discrimination (Laska, 2005), but documentation of the effect of double bonds on olfactory 
detection thresholds is largely lacking. 
"Green odors" are a group of aliphatic alkenols and alkenals that are commonly found in plant  
materials (Knudsen et al., 2006; Maarse, 1991; Sekiya et al., 1983). Thus, it may be suggested that 
they are behaviorally relevant to species such as the frugivorous spider monkeys (Ateles geoffroyi), 
who should have a well-developed olfactory sensitivity for these odors. Furthermore, these odorants 
all share an unbranched 6-carbon chain, but differ in type of functional group and presence, position 
and cis-trans configuration of a double bond.
Therefore, the aim of this study was to determine olfactory detection thresholds in spider monkeys 
for  "green  odors",  and  to  assess  the  impact  of  molecular  structural  features  on  olfactory 
detectability.

3  Material and methods

3.1  Animals
The study was conducted  at  the  research  station  Pipiapan run by the  Universidad Veracruzana 
outside  of  Catemaco,  Veracruz,  in  Mexico.  Three  adult  female  black-handed  spider  monkeys 
(Ateles geoffroyi),  aged 11 years old, were used in this study. Two of the monkeys, Nanny and 
Piolina, were kept together in an enclosure, while the third monkey, Kelly,  was kept in another 
enclosure with one adult male and their sub-adult male offspring. The two enclosures, measuring 
6×4×4 meters each, were situated next to each other providing the possibility of visual and auditory 
contact between the two groups. Adjacent to the enclosures were simple houses with small test 
cages  measuring 80×50×50 cm attached to  the  side of  the enclosure.  The houses  provided the 
animals  and students  with  shelter  from the  elements  during  testing.  The  animals  were  already 
trained to enter the test cages voluntarily when their names were called and they were free to leave 
when they were not being tested. They had all participated in similar olfactory tests before and were 
familiar  with the experimental  procedure.  All  monkeys were fed ripe fruit  and vegetables once 
every day.

3.2  Experimental set-up
Testing was carried out using a two-choice instrumental conditioning paradigm (Laska et al., 2003), 
in  which  the  animals  were  simultaneously  presented  with  two  options,  one  correct  and  one 
incorrect. When the monkeys chose the correct option they were immediately food-rewarded. If the 
incorrect option was chosen, the reward was withheld. The test apparatus consisted of a 50 cm long 
and 6 cm wide metal bar with two cube-shaped PVC boxes, side length 5.5 cm, attached to it at a  
distance of 22 cm from each other. Each container was equipped with a hinged metallic lid, hanging 
2 cm down the front of the container. From the center of the front part of the lid, a pin of 3 cm  
length extended towards the animal and served as a lever to open the lid. On top of each lid there 
was  a  metal  clip  attached.  This  clip  held  a  70  ×  10  mm  absorbent  paper  strip  which  was 
impregnated  with  20  µl  of  the  odorant  or  the  control  substance.  The  paper  strips  extended 
approximately 3 cm in to the cage when the apparatus was presented to the animals. The box with 
the odorized paper strip attached to the lid contained a food reward, a Kellogg’s Fruit Loop, while 
the one with the odorless paper strip did not (Figure 1). During the development of the method, it  
was  thoroughly  investigated  whether  the  smell  of  the  food  reward  could  help  the  monkey  in 
choosing the correct box. This was found not to be the case.
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When presented with the test apparatus the monkeys sniffed both paper strips as much as they liked, 
and then decided to open one of the boxes.  After the decision the apparatus was removed and 
prepared for the next presentation out of sight from the monkeys. If a monkey tried to open a box 
without sniffing, the apparatus was immediately removed from the test cage and reintroduced after 
a short time-out until the monkey sniffed both options. Each monkey received three blocks of 10 
trials (i.e., three sessions) per day. In 5 of 10 trials of a session, the right container was baited; in the  
other five trials, the left container was baited. The order of the ‘‘correct’’ and the ‘‘wrong’’ sides was 
randomized with the limitation that one container was not baited more often than three times in a 
row. 
The apparatus was thoroughly cleaned with 96% ethanol every day to ensure that there were no 
traces of odorants left from previous sessions.
Testing  started  at  a  dilution  of  1:100  of  the  pure  odorant.  This  dilution  was  tested  twice  on 
subsequent days to familiarize the monkey with the odorant. To determine detection thresholds for 
the  odorants,  the  monkeys  were  presented  with  10-fold  increasing  dilutions  of  the  rewarded 
stimulus (S+) until they failed to discriminate it from the unrewarded stimulus (S-). If an animal 
failed to discriminate between a given concentration and the blank stimulus above chance level, that 
is, scored less than 21 out of 30 trials correct, it was given a second chance. The monkey was again 
presented with the dilution that it first failed to distinguish above chance level for another three 
sessions of ten trials. When an animal failed for the second time it was first presented with a short 
session using a high concentration of the odorant to boost confidence and increase motivation. Then 
it was presented with an intermediate dilution that lay halfway between the lowest concentration 
that was detected and the first  concentration that was not, to determine a more exact threshold 
value. When testing very low concentrations, an additional 10 µl of the odorant or the odorless 
solution were added to the respective paper strips in the middle of the session.

3.3  Odorants
A set of eight structurally related aliphatic alcohols and aliphatic aldehydes was tested: 1-hexanol, 
trans-2-hexen-1-ol,  trans-3-hexen-1-ol,  cis-3-hexen-1-ol,  n-hexanal,  trans-2-hexenal,  trans-3-
hexenal,  cis-3-hexenal (Figure 2). All substances were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, 
MO) and had a nominal purity of at least 99%. These odorants all share a 6-carbon chain, but differ  
in functional group or presence/absence, position and orientation of a double bond. 
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Figure 1: The apparatus used in this study.



The substances  were  diluted  using near-odorless  diethyl  phthalate,  which was also used as  the 
unrewarded stimulus (S-).

3.4  Statistical analysis
For  every  dilution  step  the  percentage  of  correct  choices  was  calculated  for  each  monkey. 
Significance levels were then determined by calculating binomial z-scores corrected for continuity 
(Siegel & Castellan 1988). The p-value was set at 0.05 and all tests were two-tailed.
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Figure 2: Molecular structure of the 8 odorants used in this study.



4  Results

4.1  Olfactory detection thresholds

Figure 3 shows the ability of the spider monkeys of detecting 1-hexanol at different concentrations. 
Nanny reached her threshold at a dilution of 1:10,000, while Piolina and Kelly both detected the 
odorant at dilutions down to 1:100,000. 
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Figure 3: Performance of the spider monkeys in detecting different concentrations of 1-hexanol.  
Each data point represents the percentage of correct choices from 30 decisions. Filled symbols  
indicate that the individual did not discriminate the odorant from the solvent significantly above  
chance level (binomial test, p > 0.05).



Figure 4 shows the ability of the spider monkeys to detect different concentrations of trans-2-hexen-
1-ol. Nanny reached her threshold at a dilution of 1:30,000, whereas both Piolina and Kelly reached 
lower thresholds at a dilution of of 1:100,000.
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Figure 4: Performance of the spider monkeys in detecting different concentrations of trans-2-
hexen-1-ol. Each data point represents the percentage of correct choices from 30 decisions. Filled  
symbols indicate that the individual did not discriminate the odorant from the solvent significantly  
above chance level (binomial test, p > 0.05).



Figure 5 shows the spider monkeys' ability to detect different concentrations of trans-3-hexen-1-ol. 
Piolina reached her threshold at a dilution of 1:30,000, Kelly detected the odorant at dilutions down 
to 1:100,000, while Nanny reached her threshold at a dilution of 1:300,000.
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Figure 5: Performance of the spider monkeys in detecting different concentrations of trans-3-
hexen-1-ol. Each data point represents the percentage of correct choices from 30 decisions. Filled  
symbols indicate that the individual did not discriminate the odorant from the solvent significantly  
above chance level (binomial test, p > 0.05).



Figure 6 shows the animals' ability of detecting different concentrations of cis-3-hexen-1-ol. Nanny 
reached  her  threshold  at  a  dilution  of  1:30,000,  while  Piolina  and  Kelly  both  reached  their 
thresholds at a dilution of 1:100,000. 
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Figure 6: Performance of the spider monkeys in detecting different concentrations of cis-3-hexen-
1-ol. Each data point represents the percentage of correct choices from 30 decisions. Filled  
symbols indicate that the individual did not discriminate the odorant from the solvent significantly  
above chance level (binomial test, p > 0.05).



Figure 7 shows the ability of the spider monkeys of detecting different concentrations of n-hexanal. 
Nanny and Kelly both reached their thresholds at a dilution of of 1:30,000, while Piolina reached a 
lower threshold at a dilution of 1:300,000.
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Figure 7: Performance of the spider monkeys in detecting different concentrations of n-hexanal.  
Each data point represents the percentage of correct choices from 30 decisions. Filled symbols  
indicate that the individual did not discriminate the odorant from the solvent significantly above  
chance level (binomial test, p > 0.05).



Figure 8 shows the spider monkeys'  ability to detect different concentrations of trans-2-hexenal. 
Nanny reached her threshold at a dilution of 1:10,000, Piolina detected the odorant at dilutions 
down to 1:30,000 and Kelly performed best with a threshold at a dilution of 1:100,000. 
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Figure 8: Performance of the spider monkeys in detecting different concentrations of trans-2-
hexenal. Each data point represents the percentage of correct choices from 30 decisions. Filled  
symbols indicate that the individual did not discriminate the odorant from the solvent significantly  
above chance level (binomial test, p > 0.05).



Figure 9 shows the  ability of  the  spider  monkeys  to  detect  different  concentrations  of  trans-3-
hexenal.  Nanny and  Piolina  reached  their  thresholds  at  a  dilution  of  1:30,000,  whereas  Kelly 
detected the odorant at dilutions down to 1:100,000.
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Figure 9: Performance of the spider monkeys in detecting different concentrations of trans-3-
hexenal. Each data point represents the percentage of correct choices from 30 decisions. Filled  
symbols indicate that the individual did not discriminate the odorant from the solvent significantly  
above chance level (binomial test, p > 0.05).



Figure  10  shows the  ability  of  the  spider  monkeys  to  detect  different  concentrations  of  cis-3-
hexenal. All three individuals reached their thresholds at a dilution of 1:30,000.

4.2  Inter- and intraindividual variability
Performance among the spider monkeys generally did not differ much. For cis-3-hexenal, all three 
individuals  reached  the  same  threshold.  For  trans-2-hexen-1-ol,  cis-3-hexen-1-ol  and  trans-3-
hexenal the difference between the best and the worst performing animal was only a dilution factor 
of three, and for 1-hexanol, trans-3-hexen-1-ol, n-hexanal and trans-2-hexenal, the difference was a 
factor of ten.
Kelly generally performed well and had the lowest thresholds for 1-hexanol, trans-2-hexen-1-ol, 
cis-3-hexen-1-ol, trans-2-hexenal and trans-3-hexenal. Piolina alone reached the lowest threshold 
for n-hexanal, and she shared the lowest threshold together with Kelly on 1-hexanol, trans-2-hexen-
1-ol, cis3-hexen-1-ol. Nanny did not perform as well, and she had the highest thresholds for 1-
hexanol, trans-2-hexen-1-ol, cis-3-hexen-1-ol, trans-2-hexenal, n-hexanal together with Kelly and 
trans-3-hexenal together with Piolina. However, she did detect the lowest concentration of trans-3-
hexen-1-ol.
Table 1 shows the detection thresholds of each odorant converted to various measures of gas phase 
concentration. This is necessary to compare the thresholds of the odorants against each other, as 
they differ in their respective vapor pressure. Trans-3-hexen-1-ol yielded the lowest threshold of the 
odorants, followed by n-hexanal and trans-2-hexen-1-ol. The highest thresholds were found for cis-
3-hexenal and trans-3-hexenal.
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Figure 10: Performance of the spider monkeys in detecting different concentrations of cis-3-
hexenal. Each data point represents the percentage of correct choices from 30 decisions. Filled  
symbols indicate that the individual did not discriminate the odorant from the solvent significantly  
above chance level (binomial test, p > 0.05).



Table 1: Olfactory detection thresholds for the different odorants, expressed in various gas phase  
concentration measures. N indicates the number of individuals that reached a given threshold. 

Liquid Gas phase concentration
Substance N dilution Molec./cm3 ppm Log ppm Mol/l Log Mol/l

1-hexanol 1
2

1:10,000
1:100,000

1.6×1013

1.6×1012
0.61
0.06

-0.22
-1.22

2.7×10-8

2.7×10-9
-7.57
-8.57

trans-2-hexen-1-ol 1
2

1:30,000
1:100,000

5.1×1012

1.5×1012
0.19
0.06

-0.72
-1.25

8.5×10-9

2.5×10-9
-8.07
-8.60

trans-3-hexen-1-ol 1
1
1

1:30,000
1:100,000
1:300,000

5.5×1012

1.6×1012

5.5×1011

0.20
0.06
0.02

-0.69
-1.22
-1.69

9.1×10-9

2.7×10-9

9.1×10-10

-8.04
-8.57
-9.04

cis-3-hexen-1-ol 1
2

1:30,000
1:100,000

5.5×1012

1.6×1012
0.20
0.06

-0.69
-1.22

9.1×10-9

2.7×10-9
-8.04
-8.57

n-hexanal 2
1

1:30,000
1:300,000

1.4×1013

1.4×1012
0.52
0.05

-0.28
-1.28

2.3×10-8

2.3×10-9
-7.63
-8.63

trans-2-hexenal 1
1
1

1:10,000
1:30,000
1:100,000

2.4×1013

7.9×1012

2.4×1012

0.87
0.29
0.09

-0.06
-0.54
-1.06

3.9×10-8

1.3×10-8

3.9×10-9

-7.41
-7.88
-8.41

trans-3-hexenal 2
1

1:30,000
1:100,000

1.6×1013

4.9×1012
0.60
0.18

-0.22
-0.74

2.7×10-8

8.1×10-9
-7.57
-8.09

cis-3-hexenal 3 1:30,000 1.6×1013 0.60 -0.22 2.7×10-8 -7.57

5  Discussion

5.1  Comparison among odorants
The  results  of  this  study  show  that  spider  monkeys  (Ateles  geoffroyi)  have  a  well-developed 
olfactory  sensitivity  for  "green  odors".  Olfactory  detection  thresholds  for  the  eight  different 
odorants  varied  only slightly.  Trans-3-hexen-1-ol  was found to have the lowest  threshold,  with 
individual threshold values ranging from 0.2 ppm to 0.02 ppm, followed by n-hexanal for which the 
best  performing  individual  reached  a  threshold  at  a  concentration  of  0.05  ppm.  Cis-3-hexenal 
displayed the highest threshold value and was only detected at concentrations down to 0.6 ppm.
All  the  odorants  tested  in  this  study share  an  unbranched  6-carbon  chain.  The  differences  in 
molecular structure comprise different functional groups and presence, position and configuration 
of a double bond. This allows for an investigation of the effect of differences in molecular structure 
on olfactory detectability. 
When the only difference between two odorants was the type of functional group, such as for 1-
hexanol  and  n-hexanal,  or  trans-3-hexen-1-ol  and  trans-3-hexenal,  the  monkeys  in  this  study 
displayed lower thresholds for the alcohols than for the corresponding aldehydes in 10 out of 12 
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such cases. Kelly always detected the alcohols at  lower thresholds than the aldehydes,  whereas 
Nanny and Piolina both showed lower thresholds for the alcohols in three out of four such cases  
each. This could indicate that spider monkeys detect alcohols more easily compared to aldehydes. 
However, in a previous study investigating the olfactory detection thresholds of spider monkeys for 
a series of homologous aliphatic alcohols and aldehydes, no such pattern was found (Laska et al., 
2006).
There was no clear pattern in the ability to detect odorants with or without double bonds. Nanny 
detected alcohols with a double bond better than 1-hexanol, but detected n-hexanal better than the 
aldehydes containing a double bond. Piolina reached a lower detection threshold for trans-2-hexen-
1-ol than for 1-hexanol,  but she detected 1-hexanol better  than trans-3-hexen-1-ol.  She reached 
similar thresholds for 1-hexanol and cis-3-hexen-1-ol. For the aldehydes, she performed better with 
n-hexanal than with all odorants having a double bond. Kelly reached the same thresholds for 1-
hexanol, trans-3-hexen-1-ol and cis-3-hexen-1-ol, but performed slightly better with trans-2-hexen-
1-ol than with 1-hexanol. As for the aldehydes, she reached lower thresholds with both trans-2-
hexenal and trans-3-hexenal than with n-hexanal. However, she detected n-hexanal at a somewhat 
lower concentration than cis-3-hexenal. Thus, we can not draw any conclusions about the effect of 
presence or absence of a double bond on olfactory detectability. 
For both the alcohols and the aldehydes, Piolina and Kelly detected the odorants with a double bond 
in the second position better than those with a trans-oriented double bond in the third position, that 
is,  they were better  at  detecting trans-2-hexen-1-ol than trans-3-hexen-1-ol,  and trans-2-hexenal 
than  trans-3-hexenal.  Nanny,  however,  detected  the  odorants  with  a  double  bond  in  the  third 
position at lower thresholds than odorants with a double bond in the second position. This suggests 
that different positioning of a double bond does not systematically affect detectability.
For odorants with a double bond in the third position, I did not find a pattern in the spider monkeys' 
ability to detect them according to cis or trans orientation. Nanny detected trans-3-hexen-1-ol better 
than cis-3-hexen-1-ol, whereas she reached the same threshold for both trans-3-hexenal and cis-3-
hexenal. Piolina was better at detecting the cis-form of the alcohols, and reached the same threshold 
for both orientations of the 3-hexenals. Kelly detected trans-3-hexen-1-ol at the same concentration 
as cis-3-hexen-1-ol, but for the aldehydes, she performed better with trans-3-hexenal than with cis-
3-hexenal. This indicates that cis-trans orientation of a double bond does not systematically affect 
detectability. 
Even though this study was performed with only three individuals, the results appear robust, as the 
differences between the poorest performing and the best performing animal for an odorant was at 
most only a factor of 10, in several cases only a factor of three, and in one case all the animals 
reached the same threshold. However, to draw conclusions with regards to the effect of molecular 
structure on olfactory detectability, it would be beneficial to perform tests with more individuals. 

5.2  Comparison with other odorants
The olfactory detection thresholds of spider monkeys for "green odors" are not as low as those for 
odorants from other chemical classes (Figure 11). 
Laska and colleagues (2007) tested the ability of spider monkeys to detect putrefaction-associated 
thiols and indols, and found detection thresholds ranging from 0.005 ppm  for 1-propanethiol to 9.6 
× 10-7 ppm for ethanethiol. Compared with the thresholds found for "green odors" in this study, the 
spider monkeys are clearly more sensitive to putrefaction-associated odorants. 
In a similar study, Laska et al. (2004) investigated the detection thresholds for carboxylic acids, and 
found thresholds ranging from 0.04 ppm for n-propionic acid down to concentrations as low as 1.8 
× 10-5 ppm for n-heptanoic acid. All but one of the tested carboxylic acids were found to have lower 
thresholds than the "green odors" tested in this study.
Hernandez Salazar et al. (2003) investigated olfactory sensitivity of spider monkeys for aliphatic 
esters. They found thresholds ranging from 0.26 ppm for iso-butyl acetate to 2.7 × 10-5 ppm for n-
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pentyl acetate. Most of the tested aliphatic esters had thresholds lower than those found for the 
"green odors". However, iso-butyl acetate, n-propyl acetate and ethyl acetate displayed thresholds at 
similar levels as the "green odors".
Laska and colleagues (2006) studied the ability of spider monkeys to detect homologous series of 
aliphatic alcohols and aldehydes, and found thresholds for the alcohols ranging from 0.52 ppm for 
1-propanol down to to 3.1 × 10-4 ppm for 1-heptanol, whereas the thresholds for the aldehydes fell 
between  0.04  ppm  for  n-butanol  and  1.6  ×  10-4 ppm  for  n-octanal.  The  olfactory  detection 
thresholds of the odorants tested in this study fall into the higher part of the range for the aliphatic 
alcohols, and around the highest thresholds of the aliphatic aldehydes. 
Engström (2010) determined olfactory detection thresholds of spider monkeys for a group of amino 
acids. The thresholds ranged from concentrations of 0.02 ppm for L-proline to 0.001 ppm for D-
methionine and L-methionine. All but one of the "green odors" tested in this study yielded higher 
thresholds than the amino acids tested. The threshold for trans-3-hexen-1-ol was found to be lower 
than the least detectable amino acid, L-proline. 
Kjeldmand and colleagues  (2011) investigated the ability of spider monkeys to detect  aromatic 
aldehydes. She found thresholds to range between concentrations of 0.13 ppm for canthoxal and 2.4 
× 10-5 ppm for bourgeonal. Most of the aromatic aldehydes were detected at lower thresholds than 
the "green odors", with the exception of canthoxal and cyclamal.
Laska and colleagues (2009) assessed olfactory detection thresholds of spider monkeys for a group 
of pyrazines. They found thresholds ranging from a concentration of 27.8 ppm for pyrazine down to 
6.5 × 10-5 ppm for 2,5-dimethylpyrazine. The thresholds of the "green odors" fall within the higher 
range of the thresholds of the pyrazines, with pyrazine having a threshold higher than all the tested 
"green odors", and 2-ethylpyrazine and 2-methylpyrazine being detected at concentrations similar to 
the "green odors". 
From these comparisons it can be concluded that spider monkeys are not as sensitive to "green 
odors" compared with other groups of odorants. The olfactory detection thresholds obtained for 
"green odors" are generally higher than or in the higher range of thresholds obtained for other 
odorants in previous studies. 
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5.3  Comparison with other species
Olfactory detection thresholds for "green odors" have also been obtained for CD-1 mice (N=6) 
(Murali, 2011) and humans (van Gemert, 2003). It is important to note that the olfactory detection 
thresholds for humans used in this comparison are mean values across a group of subjects in each 
study.  This  means that  the individual  thresholds used to  calculate  each mean value could vary 
markedly.  Also, different methods were used in the human studies to obtain the results, and so 
comparing these thresholds with those of other species and drawing conclusions from it, should be 
done with caution. 
Figure 12 shows that the spider monkeys appear to be less sensitive to "green odors" than both CD-
1 mice and the best-performing humans. For 1-hexanol, all three spider monkeys fall within the 
range between the highest and the lowest reported human mean threshold values. For trans-2-hexen-
1-ol, cis-3-hexen-1-ol, n-hexanal and trans-2-hexenal, one or two of the spider monkeys performed 
better than the highest reported mean threshold value for humans. For trans-3-hexen-1-ol, trans-3-
hexenal and cis-3-hexenal, all spider monkeys performed poorer than all reported mean thresholds 
for humans. 
For all the tested odorants, the CD-1 mice performed better than all spider monkeys. The mice also 
always performed better  than the highest  reported mean threshold for humans,  and for trans-2-
hexen-1-ol, n-hexanal and trans-2-hexenal, at least one mouse reached a lower threshold than all 
reported human mean thresholds.
Thus, although spider monkeys are not insensitive to "green odors", they are not as sensitive as 
humans and mice. 
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Figure 11: Comparison of olfactory detection threshold values of spider monkeys for different  
odorant groups; aliphatic alcohols and aliphatic aldehydes (Laska et al., 2006), aliphatic esters  
(Hernandez Salazar et al., 2003), amino acids (Engström, 2010), carboxylic acids (Laska et al.,  
2004), aromatic aldehydes (Kjeldmand et al, 2011), pyrazines (Laska et al., 2009), thiols and  
indols (Laska et al., 2007). Thresholds are expressed as vapour phase concentrations. Each symbol  
represents the lowest threshold value for each tested odorant.



There may be several explanations why species differ in olfactory sensitivity. It has, for example, 
been  suggested  that  olfactory  sensitivity  is  correlated  with  the  number  of  functional  olfactory 
receptor genes (Gilad et al., 2004; Rouquier et al., 2000). A high number of such functional genes 
should  lead  to  a  larger  olfactory  repertoire,  which  may  help  in  detecting  odorants.  Another 
possibility is that differences in olfactory sensitivity may be explained by the absolute or relative 
size  of  olfactory  brain  structures  in  the  species  (Fobes  and King 1982;  Stephan  et  al.,  1988). 
However, the findings in this study and in previous investigations do not support these suggestions. 
Spider monkeys have more functional olfactory receptor genes (Gilad et  al.,  2004)(~1000) than 
humans (~350) (Malnic et al., 2004), but humans were found to be more sensitive to "green odors". 
Mice  have  approximately  three  times  as  many  functional  olfactory  genes  (~1200)  as  humans 
(Rouquier and Giorgi, 2007; Young et al., 2002), but they only reached lower detection thresholds 
than the best performing humans for three out of eight odorants tested here. 
Furthermore, the relative size of the olfactory bulbs is largest in the mice (2.0% of brain volume), 
followed by spider monkeys (0.09%) and then humans (0.01%)(Stephan et al., 1988; Kova evi  etč ć  
al., 2005). This does not explain the observed between-species differences in olfactory detection 
thresholds in the current study. Although mice always performed better than spider monkeys, they 
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Figure 12: Comparison of the olfactory detection thresholds for "green odors" in spider monkeys,  
humans (data obtained from van Gemert, 2003) and CD-1 mice (N=6)(Murali, 2001). Squares  
represent spider monkeys, triangles represent CD-1 mice and circles represent humans. For spider  
monkeys and CD-1 mice, each symbol represents the threshold value of one individual for the  
odorant. For humans, the top circle represents the highest reported mean threshold, and the lower  
circle represents the lowest reported mean threshold. The line drawn between the two points  
represents the range of mean threshold values reported. 



did not always perform better than humans, and spider monkeys never performed better than the 
lowest mean thresholds for humans.
Finally, the absolute size of the olfactory bulbs is largest in humans (114 mm3), second largest in 
spider monkeys (90.4 mm3) and smallest in mice (8.3 mm3)(Stephan et al., 1998; Pomeroy et al., 
1990). Again, these findings do not match the results of this study, as mice had a lower sensitivity  
than spider monkeys, and sometimes even lower than humans, for "green odors".
The results of this study, together with several previous studies (Hernandez Salazar et al., 2003; 
Laska  et  a.,  2000;  Laska  et  al.,  2004;  Laska  et  al.,  2006;  Shepherd,  2004),  indicate  that 
neuroanatomical  and  genetic  comparisons  across  species  do  not  allow us  to  draw conclusions 
concerning the olfactory sensitivity of the species. 
Another  possible  explanation  for  differences  in  olfactory  performance  between  species  is  the 
behavioral relevance of the odorants (Laska et al., 2005). If an odorant is behaviorally relevant for a 
species, then this species should be expected to display a high sensitivity for this odorant, whereas  
another species may be relatively insensitive to the same odorant if it does not contain information 
that  is  relevant.  Rats,  for  example,  are  more  sensitive  to  2,4,5-trimethylthiazoline than  squirrel 
monkeys, spider monkeys and pigtail macaques (Laska et al., 2005). This odorant is a component of 
the anal gland secretion of the red fox, a predator of rats, but not of primates, and therefore this  
odorant may provide information that is important for the rats to survive, while it is not as important 
to primates. Furthermore, it has been found that frugivorous primates are more sensitive to acetic 
esters, important compounds in fruit odors (Rouseff & Leahy, 1995), than carnivorous species such 
as dogs and cats (Hernandez Salazar et al., 2003). An increasing number of studies now suggest that 
behavioral relevance is an important factor in determining olfactory sensitivity of a species to an 
odorant (Laska et al., 2004; Laska et al., 2009).

5.4  Behavioral relevance and olfactory sensitivity
As discussed above, a number of studies suggested that the behavioral relevance of an odorant may 
be  important  in  determining  the  olfactory  sensitivity  of  a  species.  Apart  from explaining  why 
different species show different olfactory sensitivity to an odorant, it  may also apply to within-
species differences, in explaining why a species is more sensitive to one specific odorant or an 
odorant group than another. 
"Green odors" are a group of odors found widely distributed in nature. These odorants comprise 
eight  volatile  compounds,  four  aliphatic  alcohols  and  four  aliphatic  aldehydes.  They  are 
biosynthesized from α-linolenic and linoleic acids (Hatanaka, 1996) via a pathway involving several 
enzymes that are often found in plant material (Knudsen et al., 2006; Maarse, 1991; Sekiya et al.,  
1983).  We  might  then  suspect  that  "green  odors",  being  so  widely  distributed  in  the  natural 
environment, are of behavioral relevance to spider monkeys, and that they should be particularly 
sensitive to this group of odors. The results of this study, however, show that the sensitivity of  
spider  monkeys  for  "green  odors"  is  not  higher  than  the  sensitivity  for  other  tested  groups  of 
odorants.  Instead,  the thresholds  for  these odorants  are  found in the  higher  range of  all  tested 
odorants.
Spider monkeys are to a large extent frugivorous (González-Zamora et al., 2009), and thus it would 
be beneficial for these animals to have a high olfactory sensitivity for odors that are commonly 
found in  fruit.  "Green odors"  have  been  found in  a  number  of  plant  species,  several  of  them 
important in the spider monkey diet. However, these odorants are usually found only in smaller 
amounts, whereas other chemical classes are found in larger quantities (Maarse, 1991, Rouseff & 
Leahy, 1995). Furthermore, the highest levels of the enzymes involved in producing "green odors" 
have been found in the green leaves of plants, whereas fruits and edible leaves contained relatively 
low levels of these enzymes (Hatanaka et al., 1978).
One of the qualitatively and quantitatively predominant odorant groups in fruit are the aliphatic 
esters (Maarse, 1991; Rouseff & Leahy, 1995). This may suggest that spider monkeys should be 
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more sensitive to the smell of esters than to that of "green odors". Hernandez Salazar and colleagues 
(2003)  tested  the  sensitivity  of  spider  monkeys  to  a  group  of  aliphatic  esters,  and  found  that 
olfactory detection thresholds were lower for these odorants than for "green odors". Aliphatic esters, 
being such important compounds in fruits, might be valuable for spider monkeys in food foraging, 
and therefore it is plausible that they are very sensitive to these odorants.
Another chemical class for which the spider monkeys have been found to be very sensitive are the 
carboxylic acids (Laska et al., 2004). These compounds are important in body-borne odors (Flood, 
1985), in particular in primate vaginal odors (Matsumoto Oda et al., 2003), and so they may be 
behaviorally  relevant  for  spider  monkeys  as  social  communication  cues  (Laska  et  al.,  2004). 
Therefore it would be beneficial for the monkeys to be sensitive to carboxylic acids.
Thiols and indols have the lowest olfactory detection thresholds obtained from spider monkeys. 
These compounds are indicators of putrefaction processes (Kamiya & Ose, 1984), and they are 
often  accompanied  by the  production  of  toxins  (Janzen,  1977).  By being  able  to  detect  these 
odorants  at  low  concentrations,  spider  monkeys  can  avoid  eating  spoiled  food  and  risking 
intoxication (Laska et al., 2007). Furthermore, indols and thiols have been shown to be important 
compounds in body odor of primates (Dehnhard et al., 1991; Moore et al., 1987; Ochiai et al., 2001; 
Phillips et al., 1999), and so they could be used to obtain social information. This could explain the 
low thresholds obtained for these odorants in spider monkeys.
As we see, the somewhat lower olfactory sensitivity of spider monkeys to "green odors" may be  
explained by the fact that other chemical classes have a higher behavioral relevance.  Detecting 
"green odors" may not be as beneficial as detecting, for example, aliphatic esters. That being said, 
spider monkeys do have a well-developed sensitivity for "green odors", and we must not draw the 
conclusion that this group of odorants is unimportant to the species.

5.5  Conclusion
The findings of this study show that spider monkeys have a well-developed sensitivity for “green 
odors”. Type of functional group was shown to affect the sensitivity in a systematical manner, but 
no such effect was found for the presence, position and configuration of double bonds. 
The spider monkeys were found to have a lower sensitivity to “green odors” than CD-1 mice and 
humans, lending further support to the suggestion that between-species comparisons of 
neuroanatomical features or of the number of functional olfactory receptor genes are poor predictors 
of olfactory performance.
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